Sports participation is perfectly placed to offer the simple fun and pleasure consumers are seeking to escape the pressures of post-pandemic life.
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Sports participation is perfectly placed to offer the simple fun and pleasure consumers are seeking to escape the pressures of post-pandemic life.

The commitment of the market’s core player base and its skew in participation towards better-off demographics have provided some insulation against the cost of living crisis.

This report looks at the following areas:

- The impact of the rising cost of living on sports participation habits
- Potential rates of growth in consumer spending on playing sport
- The market’s reliance on more affluent demographics
- Fitness versus fun as a motive for play
- New opportunities to expand the player pool
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Report Content

Key issues covered in this Report
• Overview

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Opportunities for the sports participation market
• Put the play back into games
• Deepen commitment to strengthen spending
• Broadening repertoires the quickest route to growth

Market dynamics and outlook
• The five-year outlook for sports participation
  - Graph 1: most popular sports, by twice-monthly or more frequent participation, 2022*
  - Graph 2: the financial confidence index, 2016-23
  - Graph 3: proportion of 15+ population aged over 50

What consumers want and why
  - Graph 4: past-year participation in sport, 2023
  • Big four way out in front
    - Graph 5: sports played, 2022 and 2023
    - Graph 6: interest in taking up a new sport, 2023
    - Graph 7: motivations for playing sport, 2023
  • Players will cut spending on kit to preserve playing habits
    - Graph 8: planned reductions in sports participation spending, 2023

Innovation and marketing
• New formats take golf a fair way into the entertainment mainstream

MARKET DYNAMICS

Market size
  - Graph 9: adult participation in sport at least twice in previous 28 days, 2017-22*
  • ...and consumer spending bounces back
  • Market value grew faster than volume over longer term
    - Graph 10: consumer expenditure on sports participation, 2014-23
  • Commitment and spending power underpin value growth
Market forecast
• Spending on sport heads back towards £4 billion mark
• Core players’ commitment key to market growth
  - Graph 11: Consumer expenditure on sports participation, 2011-15

Market segmentation
  - Graph 12: most popular sports, by twice-monthly or more frequent participation, 2022*

Macro-economic factors
  - Graph 13: CPI inflation rate, 2021-23
• Interest rates will rise in importance over the remainder of 2023 and into 2024
  - Graph 14: the financial wellbeing index, 2016-23
  - Graph 15: the financial confidence index, 2016-23
• Will players trade up as finances improve?
  - Graph 16: participation in sport, exercise and fitness activities, 2023

Social, environmental and legal factors
• Growing grey market is a red flag for participation
  - Graph 17: interest in improving aspects of wellbeing, 2023
• Government strategy sets new participation targets

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

Sports participants
• Playing sport is a majority pastime
  - Graph 18: past-year participation in sport, by gender and age, 2023
  - Graph 19: past-year sports participation base, by annual household income, 2023
• Building more regular habits is key to future growth

Sports played
• Only four sports played by more than one in 10
  - Graph 20: sports played, 2022 and 2023
  - Graph 21: repertoires of sports played, 2023
  - Graph 22: sports started playing/participating in since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, 2023

Future participation
  - Graph 23: interest in taking up a new sport, by participation status, 2023
• An opportunity to tackle race inequality
  - Graph 24: Types of sports consumers are interested in starting playing, 2023
Motives for playing sport
• Fitness first – but fun not far behind
  - Graph 25: having fun as a motivation for playing sport, by sports played, 2023
  - Graph 26: social motivations for playing sport, 2023

Spending on sport
• More players spend on what they wear than where they wear it
  - Graph 27: personal spending on sport, 2023
• Clothes and socialising attractive to women
• Players will cut back on kit to preserve playing habits
  - Graph 28: planned reductions in sports participation spending, 2023
• Young people and parents most likely to spend less

GOVERNING BODIES
• Runners drawn to athletics’ social side
• Girls’ football gains from women’s EURO win
• Swim England launches new strategy
• LTA hits tennis participation targets

INNOVATION AND MARKETING TRENDS
Launch activity and innovation
• Off-course venues create alternative golfing universe
• Stadium Golf Tour: Twickenham
• Kids coaching campaign puts fun first
• The gender gap extends to enjoyment
• This Girl Can With You

Advertising and marketing activity
• Kits for clubs
• Opening the door to school holiday sport
• Run with purpose

APPENDIX
Supplementary data
• Most popular sports
• Population projections for over-50s
Market forecast data and methodology

- Market size
- Market forecast
- Market forecast and prediction intervals
- Forecast methodology

Report scope and definitions

- Market definition
- Abbreviations and terms

Methodology

- Consumer research methodology